
 

 

 

 

Choosing the right clutch for your application. 

Choosing the correct clutch for your needs is our #1 priority.  

If you are unsure about which to choose, please contact us VIA email or 

phone and we can help.  

For 90% of cars our Stage 1 or 2 kits are the perfect choice for your 

Street driven car. Over clutching your car is one of the biggest mistakes 

made.  

Higher Stage kits and puck style clutches will normally wear faster and 

be harder to drive than a lighter stage kit.  

A proper clutch should be the clutch that is closest to the TQ rating of 

your car with some over head.. (see our TQ ratings listed with the 

clutches)  



Do not confuse RWTQ (Torque at rear wheels) with Horsepower. 

Clutches hold torque and the RWTQ rating should be used when 

choosing. Never choose clutch by a HP rating. 

Stages  

 Everyones "Stages" are different, so here is how we spec or "stages" 

for our clutches.  

Our stage 1 and 2 kits will fit the bill for most cars, These kits will drive 

great and hold up just as well as a higher stage kit.  

Stage 1 Full Face Organic 

Your car is totally stock with maybe just an intake and exhaust and you 

prefer stock feel.  

Stage 2 Full Face Organic 

Our #1 selling kit  

You have Mild to Full bolts ons/tune 

This kit will have great grab when needed and drive fantastic on the 

street.  

Stage 3 Full Face Organic 

You are Boosted and need to hold higher power than our Stage 2 

recommended TQ levels offer, the stage 3 will hold it down and will be 

streetable and agile for daily use although it will have a shorter/quicker 

engagement window at the pedal it is still mostly smooth and easy to 

drive.  

Stage 4 Ceramic Pucks 



This is where clutches start to get very grabby and harder to street 

drive but may be needed to hold your high powered beasts' power 

down. These ceramic puck kits have a much shorter engagement 

window but will hold high amounts of TQ, Also good for a person that 

drag races or drifts frequently and needs quick clutch lockup and quick 

action at the pedal.  

These are the basics, sure, some applications may require a different 

set-up and ZSpeed can help, just contact us if you need help choosing.  

ZSpeed Offers a full line of High Quality kits that will work for any 

application.  

Sales@Zspeed.com 

937-506-7224 

  

 


